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Book Aid International works in partnership with people in
developing countries to support literacy, education, training
and publishing by providing books and other reading materials - which help give them the chance to realise their potential
and contribute to the development of their societies.
In the last five years Book Aid International has grown rapidly,
responding to the dramatic increase of requests received for
books. During 1995, over 670,000 books were sent to partners
overseas and we anticipate more than 1.5 million will leave
our London warehouse in the next three years.
Within the book donation programme, we have worked on a
number of specific projects, such as the Intra-Africa Book
Support Scheme. Through this over 35,000 culturally relevant
books published in Africa were supplied, in 1995, to schools,
con~munitylibraries and colleges. Our partnerships with
academic and research institutions are also supported through
our International Campus Book Link project, which sends
cases of much needed book and journal titles to over 30 universities including the University of Nairobi, Moi University
and Masena University Collet?&
We have also welcomed key educationalists and librarians
from our partners overseas to our offices through the Nuffield
Fellowship scheme. They have the opportunity to select books
and reading materials from the stock in London which is
donated from sources within the UK. Recently we have had
guests from Sierra Leone, South Africa, Zimbabwe and Nigeria. National library services provide invaluable assistance
in processing requests for books and distributing them accordingly, on behalf of Book Aid International. Requests for book
aid are referred to distributors where possible, although in
some cases books are sent to a specific requester.
The Nuffield Fellowship scheme is an extremely valuable two
way learning process for all involved. With the help of our
overseas colleagues we can improve the ways in which we
work and benefit from the experiences of these colleagues.
The books we send come from a variety of sources, publishers,
libraries, colleges, schools and individuals in the UK. We are
working to let more people know about our work and address
the shortages of donations of the books most needed. The
good news is that many people are interested in our work and
want to help.
Stephalie Beech, Book Aid lntmaf ional, 3941 Coldharbour Lane,
Camberwell, London SE5 9NE; fel0171 733 3577; fax 0171 978 8006

DlSPOSAl OF PRINTID MATIRIALS FROM

The majority of these both donate material to
the system and acquire material for their
own stock from our listings.

Many libraries today are faced with having
to dispose of their stock. This is often dictated by various reasons including the poor
condition of the materials, lack of space,
increased publishing output, lack of use.
Constructive disposal is often hampered by
the lack of financial resources and limited
staff time.

How does it operate?
Libraries having any surplus material have
several ways to check that their material
could be useful to another library and to
redistribute it via BookNet.

Since the mid 1980's this subject has been
widely discussed in the library world and
was recently the subject of a study commissioned by BNBRF and carried out by CPI
consultancy. Many of you will have had the
opportunity to read this report. It was summarised in LINC Issues in Focus May 1995.
The main recommendation of this report was
the setting u p of a National Advisory service
based on the present BookNet operation.
One outcome was that many libraries, information departments, etc. are unaware of
BookNet's existence or are unsure of its exact
function. I should like to take the opportunity to explain a little about BookNet and
how it may be able to help your library.

What is BookNet?
BookNet is a service provided by the British
Library which has always been aware of a
need to ensure that last copies of material
being weeded from libraries are not lost to
the library system.
Its prime purpose is to co-ordinate the
redistribution of material surplus to requirements of U.K. libraries to the Document
Supply Centre and other UK libraries.

What does it deal with and from where?
BookNet takes in donations of surplus
material from a variety of sources. We handle donations ranging from a single book to
a complete library closure (We have recently
completed the redistribution of c.100,000
books from YHJLS reserve stock with around
20,000 of these going into DSc's collections).
We currently have approximately 1,000 UK
customers on our user database. They include small specialist and technical libraries,
public libraries ,universities and colleges.
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Material can be sent direct to us at British
Library Boston Spa (We do not require
listings, catalogue records, etc)
Offers can be made by phone, fax, e-mail.

A collection service can be made available
for larger quantities of suitable material.
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The material is then catalogued, listed and
the lists sent free of charge to all participating libraries. Lists are issued twice-monthly
each offering at least 2,500 titles.
Orders are accepted by phone, fax, post or
can be placed directly using our online
service.
Requests are processed promptly and strictly
in order of receipt with only a handling
charge made for each item supplied. No
charges are levied for unsuccessful requests.
BookNet operates on a non-profit policy of
recovering only our direct operational costs.

Summary
BookNet is a service that is both dependent
upon and a provider for the whole library
community. As a provider we can offer a
completely free service of stock evaluation and
withdrawal together with in excess of 60,000
different titles to choose from each year.
We can offer any organisation the opportunity to ensure that worthwhile material they
have for disposal is not lost to the library
world.
It will either be put in stock at Document
Supply Centre or every attempt will be made
to find it a new 'home' in another library or
information department.
(Unfortunately to achieve this the BookNet is
not, at present, open to individuals).
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Finally it is not only libraries that benefit.
Residual titles are regularly donated free-ofcharge to several charitable and Third World
organisations.
We look forward to being an active participant
in the future of library disposals. In the meantime if you feel that BookNet could be useful
to your organisation we would be happy to
visit to give a detailed presentation on what
assistance we can offer. Alternatively we can
offer specific discussions on material you may
be considering for disposal.
Visitors are, of course, always welcome at
our Boston Spa site.

@

You cat2 cotztacf us b y phoizblg 01937-5460661
67/68, Fax 01937- 546112 or e-mail fo
Kay. Lawrence@B L. UK
Kay Lawrence, BookNet

P J H T - AN UPDATI
Background
The previous issue of the FIL Newsletter
included an introduction to the LAMDA
Project.The project was set up, as part of the
Electronic Libraries Programme (eLIB),in
order to develop a rapid journal article
electronic delivery system between member
libraries, using ARIEL software. At the
outset of the project, the participating libraries were those which form the CALIM Consortium (Manchester University, Manchester
Business School, UMIST, Salford University

and Manchester Metropolitan University)
and four academic libraries in London.
(Kings College, University College London,
the University of Westminster and London
School of Economics.) Initially funded for
one year, the project has now been extended
for a further six months. This is largely due
to the amount of interest shown by other
London libraries,and the fact that costing
exercises and measurement of performance
indicators are both complex and time-consuming processes which require careful
analysis in order to produce realistic results.
The LAMDA Project is now in its twentyseventh week.The document delivery process started on the 30 October, 1995, and,
since that date,statistics show that an average of 500 transactions have been generated
through LAMDA each week.This figure is
inevitably set to grow as new members join
the project.
New members of the project
On 10 January 1996, John Blunden-Ellis, the
Project Manager, gave a presentation to
members of the M25 Consortium of Higher
Education Libraries. The presentation included a demonstration of the ARIEL equipment by LAMDA staff. This exercise resulted
in fifteen libraries from throughout the
London area making expressions of interest
in joining the project. These libraries agreed
to join as requesters only. A timetable for
their phased introduction has been drawn
up as follows:

February /March 1996
Queen Mary and Westfield College
University of North London

WORKSHOP
An Exchange of Experience workshop will by held on
Thursday 19 September 1996 at Nottingham University.
For more details contact Miriam Robbins, Cha.ir FIL.
L
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and staffing costs will also have to be looked
at in some detail.

School of Oriental and African Studies
April 1996
University of East London
Royal Holloway and New Bedford College
Insitute of Zoology

Subject Analysis is another point of interest.
As part of the evaluation process, it is important to know exactly which journal titles are
being sought after by LAMDA users. As
some libraries are not using an automated
system for the project, this is also proving a
time-consuming process, but we are aware
already that by far the largest transaction
load is for scientific journals - expensive
biomedical literature in particular.

June 1996
University of Hertfordshire
London Guildhall University
City University
August 1996
St George's Hospital Medical School
Middlesex University
University of Greenwich

Anglia, Sheffield, Warwick, Glasgow, Loughborough, Hull, Kent, York, Leeds, Newcastle,
Sunderland and Bath.
At the LAMDA Board meeting on 26 April, it
was agreed that, having noted the considerable interest in the project, funding would be
made available for a further six months.
Following that, another six months of funding might be considered, subject to the
drawing u p of a business plan.
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During the first few months of this year,
there were a number of problems affecting
the HP scanners which were being used by
LAMDA libraries. Finally, RLG spent a good
deal of time and effort looking for a solution,
and eventually they delivered a fix which
seems to have solved the technical problems.
New Fujitsu scanners were bought for the
heaviest users, and they have speeded u p
the delivery process considerably.

In response to a message sent out to
SCONLTL members, the following university
libraries throughout the UK have expressed
an interest in the project:

Page 4
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We are currently looking at the reasons given
for items which are Not in Stock. There is
some element of human error, and some
errors have occurred in the periodicals
catalogues. A useful by-product of the
project is the fact that it has enabled us to
focus on such details.

October 1996
Kingston University
Roehampton Institute
London Business School

Progress to date
The LAMDA project has worked well on an
organizational level. Staff have worked very
hard at providing data for timed trials, and
have submitted detailed statistics - vital to
the analysis of the project - on a weekly
basis. The current charge for an article is
£3.00 per request, but it is unlikely that this
charge will remain fixed. One of the principal aims of the project is to establish a real
cost per transaction. In attempting to produce a realistic figure, LAMDA staff spent a
period of ten consecutive days timing each
LAMDA transaction.This proved time consuming in itself, but the figures will be very
helpful in producing a final estimate. Obviously, other factors, such as equipment costs

1

The heaviest lender in the project is John
Rylands (University of Manchester) Library,
and Manchester Metropolitan University's
All Saints Library, half a mile down the road
from JRULM, has emerged as the largest
borrower. At UMIST, we have had positive
feedback from students and staff who are
pleased with the fact that they no longer
have to walk over to the University Library
to obtain journal articles, and that they now
have easy access to papers from some of
London's major research libraries.

I

The future
The second LAMDA newsletter will be
published shortly in electronic form and you
will be able to consult it, along with the first
newsletter, on the LAMDA Webpage.

Details of other eLib projects are also available on the World Wide Web. We will be
monitoring the growth of the project with
interest, and will be producing some de-
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tailed test results within the next few
months. An update of the project will continue to be published in the FIL Newsletter.
Further details can be obtained from myself
or from Suzanne Cornthwaite, the London
LAMDA Project Officer.
Rose Goodier (Manchester)
Tel: 0161 200 4917;
Enrail: rgooafs3.li. t~~?zist
.ac.t~k

Rose Goodier, LAMDA Project Officer
(Manchester); 13 May 1996

TRUI SUPPlY TlMI SURVV
Introduction
Since 1994, LASER has undertaken a Quality
of Service review, brought about by the
desire to improve the interlending environment . Kirsten MacGillivrayls previous
report (Kirsteit MacGilliz?rrzy,Ei~tyhasison
quality, FIL Ne7osletfer,18 (Febrtrary 1995), 911) contained details of the quality review
procedure undertaken by LASER, through
the use of surveys, interviews and interpretation of data collected.

'All respondents felt it took longer than they
would like to have items supplied - no
surprise there! Suggested reasons for slowness on their own part centred around lack
of resources in the branches. One of the aims
of the exercise was to identify the major
factors of service provision and to highlight
problem areas and recommend actions and
solutions. To this end as far as the problem of
speed of supply is concerned, work has been
started' (p.10)
This feature of the process highlighted the
time taken to supply items requested via
VISCOUNT, the LASER online messaging
and bibliographic service. Since the middle
of 1995, we have extracted additional management information from VISCOUNT
under various headings:
The number of items requested (monographs and serials); items received; response
times in days on the VISCOUNT system;

rota location of received items.
Who supplied whom, with percentages of
those items supplied within and outside of
the individual regions.
The supplier statistics broken down into
days
From a responder's point of view, how many
responses were positive hits and how long it
took to supply that information to VISCOUNT.
TRUE SUPPLY TIME
VISCOUNT'S statistics were seen to be
extremely broad in coverage but for more
appropriate and more meaningful comparisons with other statistics gathered in other
areas in the library world (for example
CIPFA), it was felt by LASER members that
it would be advantageous to gather additional and more specific data. The data
supplied by VISCOUNT relates to the online
transactions only; what was lacking was the
true supply time of an interlibrary loan.

As a result of the earlier work standards
have been introduced in LASER and even to
the extent that the length of Supply Times
have been reduced, and are monitored
regularly.
A methodology for the collection of data to
review true supply times of interlibrary
loans between authorities was created. It
was emphasised to those participating that
only those requests which eventually go
outside the authority (i.e. ILL requests)
should be measured. It was not within the
brief to examine intra-library authority
loans. Working on a time frame suggested by
members and the statistics already available,
it was proposed that loans over a 60 day
period be logged in detail: this was to run
from 1 February to 31 March 1996.

The exercise should obtain, perhaps for the
first time, an idea of actual supply times for
the traffic of ILL requests between authorities. One of the major factors demanding a
more knowledgeable picture of this traffic at
this particular time is Local Government
Reorganisation. This type of data would be
invaluable to those Unitary Authorities who
will find themselves with a need to approach
June 1996
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Information Rich/Information Poor
11th-13thJuly 1996 at the University of Kent at Canterbury

Jpeakrs include
Peter Beauchamp (Department of National Heritage)
Ray Templeton (Library Association)
Michael Long (Information North)
Peter Craddock (Share the Vision)
Nicky Whitsed (Open University)
Elspeth Mitcheson (County Librarian, Anglesey)

@
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and
Speakers from local business, the Voluntary sector and overseas

plus
Workshops including a 'hands on' Internet experience
t

Templeman Library, University of Kent and its Special Collections
Canterbury Cathedral and its library and archives

E185 to FIL members; E200 to non-members (inc accommodation)
Per Day E50 to FIL members: E60 to non-members (ex accomodation)

Contact
Geraldine Hourican, Bibliographic Services, Library Support Centre,
Horsenden Lane South, Greenford, Middlesex. UB6 8AP
Tel0181810 7650 Fax 0181 810 7651

C
I

their former suppliers.
METHODOLOGY
It was proposed that a record of the time
between each stage of the whole process of a
request which leads to an Interlibrary Loan
between one authority and another be measured.
TIME STAGES RECORDED IN DAYS
Request is made

Sent by 'local' Librarian to a Central Authority
Request is entered on VISCOUNT
A 'filled' message is received, i.e. this item
will be supplied
The book is received in the requesting Central Authority
The book is sent to the local branch
Receipt of book in local library
The local branch informs the reader of the
availability
And finally, if possible the date the Reader
collects requested item

FUTURt IllStRVKt PROVISION
Co-operative acquisitions schemes in the
form of the LASER Subject Specialisation
Scheme for non-fiction and the Joint Fiction
Reserve for out-of-print fiction have been
essential elements of inter-library lending
services provision since the late 1940's in
LASER.
LASER has been undertaking a strategic
planning exercise over the last few years.
One of the areas identified for examination
was the need to review these schemes and to
make recommendations for the future. A
working party chaired by Margaret
Hampson, Head of Bibliographic Services,
West Sussex County Library was established
in 1995 with representatives of LASER
member authorities, WMRLS, Hampshire
County Library and BLDSC. The terms of
reference of the Working Party are:
to review the coverage of the Subject
Specialisation Scheme in the light of the
current and future situation
to re-assess the allocation of subject areas

9

We hope to have the data in the middle of
April which will be collated and analysed
with a report to follow, which we will make
available to LlL when complete.
LASER'S interests in the area of Subject
Specialisation, and the effects of Local Government Reorganisation on the whole ILL
scenario in Britain, as well a continuing
interest in wider networking (with involvement in Internet initiatives like Project
EARL) and the VISCOUNT system, (soon to
be upgraded as V3.0nline) all need more
day to day information which is timely,
relevant and accurate. A survey of True
Supply Times should do just that.

to consider the impact of local government re-organisation on the viability of
the Subject Specialisation Scheme
to consider the co-operative acquisition of
stock for subject specialisation both
within LASER as a whole, in small geographical groupings and in co-operation
with other regions
to consider the relationship of BLDSC's
acquisition policy to Subject Specialisation coverage
to assess the relationship of failed ILL
requests to the coverage of the Subject
specialisation Scheme and to coverage
overall.
Progress to date is as follows:

june 1996
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1 A detailed survey was circulated to

LASER members with responsibilities for
subject acquisition under the scheme. The
results of the survey have been analyzed
and are being considered by the Working
Party;
2 specifications for carrying out detailed
computer analyses of:

Libraries holding sets in the West Midlands
are inputting data on to a portable version of
the database and the final product could be
published in CD-Rom as well as printed
format by late 1996.

a) coverage of materials overall on the
VISCOUNT database
b) the acquisition of materials and the
identification of gaps in acquisition in
the Subject Specialisation Scheme
C)

an analysis of the relationship of the 2
coverage surveys above with the stock
acquired by BLDSC and/or WMRLS

d) an analysis of failed requests from the
VISCOUNT message transaction store in
relation to the coverage surveys referred
to above
These studies represent the first direct comparison of coverage overall, BLDSC stock
acquisition, co-operative acquisition schemes
and ILL supply.
Further information will be supplied to FIL
as the work progresses.
Peter Smith, Deputy Director, LASER

Access to vocal sets for interlending
WMRLS were awarded a grant from the
Department of National Heritage (through
the Development Funding for Public Libraries Scheme) to support an Access to Vocal
Sets project in 1995. Work over the last year
has included construction of an improved
regional database of vocal sets held in public
and university libraries. In liaison with
Berkshire Libraries and LASER (who are
working on a separate project on printed
music), WMRLS has developed appropriate
file formats and sought UK wide agreement
on suitable bibliographic standards for vocal
sets union catalogues.
Page 8
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Several UK regional and national systems
have participated in the consultation over
standards and the project also has the support of the Music LIP and IAML (UK). This
will open up the possibility of an exportable
national database of catalogue records and
holdings which will be transferable between
regions.

June 1996
p
p

Futures together
Over 60 chief librarians and senior managers
from all the major public and academic
library and information services in the West
Midlands met at Birmingham's prestigious
Convention Centre/ Repertory Theatre
complex in January 1996 for a seminar on
regional collaboration. It was organised
jointly by Birmingham PALS and WMRLS.
With the February DNH/LINC York seminar
on regional issues in mind, Collaborating on
the future for library and information
services in the West Midlands region was
designed to 'bring ideas together' (helped by
several key speakers on recent national
reports), 'see the future together' (with input
from Melvyn Barnes and Stuart Brewer) and
'make it happen together' (using workshops
to formulate proposals). Peter Beauchamp,
Barbara Buckley, Lorcan Dempsey, Judith
Elkin, Norman Fenn, Viv Griffiths, Henry
Heaney and Norman Higham were all
involved.
The proceedings and recommendations have
been edited by John Dolan (Head of Birmingham Central Library on behalf of Birmingham PALS) and Geoff Warren (Director,
WMRLS on behalf of WMRLS) into a publication called Futures together (ISBN
0952123983) which is available price £10 inc
p & p from WMRLS, 3rd floor, Central
Library, Birmingham B3 3HQ via phone/fax
0121 235 2613 or e-mail
dm003@viscount.org.uk.
The PALS Heads and WMRLS Executive will
be considering how to take forward this
initiative in cross-sectoral collaboration at
regional level over the summer.

5
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UNTIY N
I SWRlS
I first saw a demonstration of Unity by
LIBRIS Computing Limited early in 1994 and
was immediately attracted by the clear
screen display, colourful keyboard and
speedy response to enquiries.

a

Its installation in the SWRLS office in April
of that year was an exciting day for staff
eager to try it out. The system is very inviting and attracts use without any formal
training. This has been proved further by the
reaction of visitors to the department during
the last 2 years and by the way guests at the
national launch in Manchester in May 1995
made use of the workstations set u p around
the room.
The SWRLS office handles approximately
23,000 requests per annum from its member
libraries and requires easy access to a current
database of bibliographic records and location information. The Unity system fulfils
this requirement i n a quick and easy way.

a

The wide range of search options includes
author, title, subject, ISBN and other control
numbers, class number and a variety of
combined terms. Staff are particularly
pleased with the keyword in title search
facility which enables them to trace requests
with inaccurate or incomplete details. The
category option has been used successfully
to refine searches for requests such as
'fiction' by Doreen Tovey and 'conferences'
on coral reefs.
Most searches give speedy replies and even

the entry of a single popular word results in
the system telling the user within seconds how
many entries have been found, whilst giving
the opportunity to refine the search by adding
more words. For combined searches such as
author/title a warning appears if the search
will take longer than 10 seconds and the
approximate time the search will take is
shown, giving the user the opportunity to try
an alternative search if preferred.
The scope of the database, to date 6 million
records including the BNB dataset together
with BLDSC monographs, serial and conference proceedings, makes it an excellent
bibliographic tool. It is useful to have the
option to view the MARC record for more
complex requests as an alternative to the
more user-friendly citation screen which is
displayed first.
In addition, the gradual addition of member
libraries' complete datasets from all participating regions provides access to more unusual
materia1,including local publishing. Now that
6 of the county libraries in SWRLS have added
their holdings, some of which had been recorded previously in the manual union catalogue only, more requests than ever before can
be checked against a single source.
The participation in Unity of 7 of the regional/
national library systems ensures access to a
wide range of regularly updated location
information, the supply of which is our primary task. I have personally valued the opportunity to contribute to the development of the
system by being the first co-ordinator of the
Unity Monitoring Group which consists of
representatives from participating regional

lNTf RLEND 1997 - YOUR VIEWS
Yes, your indefatigable committee is already thinking ahead
t o next year's FIL Conference.
Comments regarding venue, content and timing will be welcomed.
If you haven't been to a FIL conference recently, please tell us why not.
Comments to Miriam Robbins,please by the end of JUNE 1996

june 1996
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headquarters. Its function is to evaluate
changes in new software releases and collate
comments relating to screen displays, searching strategies and other operation matters.
Suggested changes are forwarded to the Unity
Design Group for approval.
I am also involved in promoting the system
within the region. As well as demonstrating
it in the SWRLS office to visitors from member libraries I have also travelled to libraries
to train staff on site. A demonstration work
station is available for libraries to test in their
own interlending departments for around 2
weeks and experience has shown that staff
are eager to take their turn using it and that
any apprehension about computers is
quickly dispelled. The system, has now been
purchased by 9 of the local authority members whose staff have felt immediate confidence in its abilities.

The next exciting development is to be the
connection to the Internet which will be
used for the Unity e-mail service. This is to
be installed in the SWRLS office in May 1996
where the service will be tested before being
offered to all Unity users at significant cost
reduction over standard Internet provider
rates.
Pa17z Sutton-Tl10171psolr,First Assistant, SWRLS

ltQ1DtPOSIT OF NON-PRINT
MATtRIALS - AN UPDATt
Sir Anthony Kenny the Chairman of the
British Library Board has been chairing a
Working Group which has produced an
important report on a proposal for the legal
deposit of non print publications. The report
has been submitted to the Secretary of State
for National Heritage, and it proposes that
new legislation should be introduced to
cover the legal deposit of microforms,
sound, films and electronic texts. Sampling
of on-line databases was also included, so
that these could be drawn more fully under
the legal deposit umbrella in due course. Sir
Anthony Kenny hopes that the proposed
legislation would be drafted in a way which
would allow media not yet thought of to be
included in the future.

Page 10
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The proposal was drawn u p following wide
consultation with representatives of other
interested organizations, departments,
repositories and publishers; the other Copyright Libraries and the British Film Institute,
made major contributions towards drawing
up the detailed proposals. Bodies with
potentially conflicting interests had been
unable to co-operate effectively, and the
Publishers Association has indicated that it
would be willing to replicate the present
system for legal deposit (whereby u p to six
copies of material was made available) at
single, standalone sites.
The proposal was formally submitted to the
Department of National Heritage in January
1996, with a view to possible legislation
being enacted within the life of the current
Parliament. It now seems more likely however, that a consultation document will be
issued for consideration before any legislation is considered.
The report recognises that there are a
number of significant technical problems
which remain to be resolved, such as how to
ensure the long term storage of electronic
materials given the widely differing estimates of the life span of e.g. a CD-Rom.
Roy Collis, Chair171nl1,LlNC

Viscount's six monthly statistics
LASER'S online bibliographic and ILL
messaging system enables libraries to select
bibliographic items from amongst the c. 4
million full MARC records, choose a supplying library and set rota positions for those
items with those online libraries.
LASER has been sending out statistics to
member libraries for some time. The last six
months illustrates the continuing success of
Viscount with 85% of total requests made on
VISCOUNT being supplied. 70% of responses to requests were received within O10 days, and 60% were supplied by the first
library chosen on the rota set by the requester. Of 51,176 items supplied to LASER
libraries, 67% were supplied from within the
Region. Of the total number of transactions
on VISCOUNT (c.80,000), LASER libraries

@

supplied 70%, with the remainder being
supplied by BLDSC, and other Regions.

N[WS FROM UNTIY

V3.CD
Laser, together with its system supplier
LIBPAC produce one of the most valuable
bibliographic aiid interlending tools, V3.CD.

Unity Co-operative Council
The Regional and National Library Systems
using the Unity System have now established the Unity Co-operative Council to
manage the development of the system and
its use for interlending.

April marks the end of the first successful
year, and lias seen the introduction of DOS,
Windows aiid Public Access versions. For
the start of the current year we have introduced even more enhanced Windows features suc11 as multiple record view tiling, tlie
printing of short entry lists,etc. Since this
point last year we have added ~600,000new
records, witli the addition of the BNB
records for 1995 as well as tlie whole DSC
Serials file - and all at no price increase.
V3.CD contains 4 n~illionbibliographic
records, witli 1.3 million records being
uniquely created by LASER on behalf of
LASER libraries. Tlie three CD's also contain
the full set of BNB MARC records from 1950,
all the DSc bibliographic monograph
records, tlie DSC Serials records, some
records from Askews and Peters, and some
unique material from Northern and Southern Ireland. In addition to all this, the CDs
contain location information giving access to
over 40 million volumes.
The CD-Rom uses the BookMarc-CD search
software, providing simple and direct access
not only to bibliographic data but also to
holdings. Tlie easy to use interfaces can be
configured for local purposes, with three
software versions be~ng;upplied - DOS,
Advanced Windows, and Public Access
Windows designed 011 Walk u p and Use'
principles. Each utilises forms of Boolean
expressions, allowing very specific searches
to be carried out.
The database can be searched by Keyword,
Author, Title, Name Subject, General Subject, Publisher, Series title, Dewey
Classmark, Book Number, Language and
Date of Publication.
V3.CD is an efficient and economic tool for
bibliographic checking for both you and the
public. Updated quarterly with the latest
publications and full set of the most u p to
date location information.

Six Regions are full members, East Midlands,
Information North, North West, Scotland,
South West and Yorkshire &
Huniberside.The British Library is also a full
member.
Tlie Unity Co-operative Council has a formal
constitution, wit11 its main objective being to
encourage and assist the development of
interlending and co-operation within and
between Regional and National Library
Systems and their member library organizations. This is supported by maintaining the
combined database, to which all members
contribute, and by improving the identification of locations. By doing this, it is providing access to a wide range of resources
across all library sectors for the benefit of
users.
At present the Unity Database has 7 million
records and over 30 million current locations; it is designed to expand to in excess of
25 million records. Tlie core files are the
British Library Datasets. Each region contributes records and locatioiis to the database
and Ireland is supplying data for all Irish
locations. Wales has agreed in principle to
supply locations. There is a rolling programme of loading the catalogues of member libraries, academic, public and special.
All categories of materials including fiction,
printed music and serials, are held on the
database. As it is OPAC based, the system is
easy to use and access is through a variety of
strategies, including subject aiid text
searches.
Share the Vision is working with Unity to
produce the National Union Catalogue of
Alternative Formats (NUCAF), which will
make available the holdings of libraries and
the national providers for visually impaired.
A Pilot Interlending Project (PIP) is also in
progress, examining tlie interlending methods for alternative formats.
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The Unity System is based on a stand alone
PC, but is also available on a variety of
network platforms. Cumbria has networked
the system to all its areas, and there is a
proposal by Information North to network
the database to the public and academic
libraries in the region. An Internet group is
being formed for e-mail messaging between
users. A Forward Development Plan has
been produced and this is being managed by
the Unity Design Group, which provides a
co-operative basis for future development.
Already there are over 70 users of the system
from all library sectors. English Nature and
the British Council are amongst the special
library users; UMIST and the University of
Northumbria amongst the academics; many
public libraries in each region have taken the
system. The British Library has a 24 user
licence networking the Unity Database
across 85 terminals in the Document Supply
Centre.
The Unity Database
Resource Datasets. The core files for the
Unity Database are the BNB records and
the DSc files - Monographs, Conferences,
Serials.
Member Catalogues. There is a rolling
programme for loading the catalogues of
member libraries, public, academic and
special: so far 18 have been added. For the
July release, the catalogues of members
belonging to BLCMP will begin to be
loaded through an arrangement with
BLCMP.
Locations. The Database contains all
locations for seven regions: South West,
North West, East Midlands, Yorkshire &
Humberside, Information North, Scotland, Ireland. BLDSC locations are also
held.
Scope, All interlending formats are included on the Database - monographs,
conferences, serials, fiction, children's
books, printed music, spoken word and
video.
Cataloguing utilities. Capacity to reformat
records to standards; to merge records on
specified fields; to provide exception
reports for union cataloguing.
-
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Retention policy. There is a facility available to indicate the penultimate and last
locations of a title, to enable last copies to
be retained.
Optional Datasets. There are three optional Datasets available - HMSO Books,
the Science Reference and Information
Service File, and the Humanities and
Social Sciences File.
OPAC based. The Database is an OPAC
system, with a fast and simple search
strategy, including subject access.
NUCAF. Unity is co-operating with Share
the Vision to produce the National Union
Catalogue of Alternative Formats
(NUCAF), which will combine the holdings of national providers and libraries
for Braille, large print and spoken word
for the visually handicapped.
Margaref Slzeridan, Hon.Sec. Unify Co-operafive
Council. re101772 264027 Fax 01772 264200

INIORMATION P
A
INWNIG a)NftRtN(t
The 1996 LIPLINC Conference INFORMATION PLANN1NG;NEW CHALLENGES
AND BEST PRACTICE was held at the
Royal County Hotel, Durham on 22 and 23
April 1996.
Continuing uncertainty in the co-operative
environment pervaded its formal presentations, informal talks and discussion sessions.
Nick Fox (LIPLINC Chair), looking back
over the last two years, Roy Collis (LINC
Chair), looking forward to the millennium,
faced squarely the structural and other
challenges with which co- operative organisations must contend.
Peter Beauchamp(DNH) gave a view from
the centre in the context of the recent DNH/
LINC Regional Issues Seminar and in advance of the Secretary of State's policy
statement due this year. Chris Rusbridge
(Electronic Libraries Programme) examined
the nightmare scenarios for librarians created by the electronic environment where
their professional future may be on the line.

On Local Government Reorganisation, Ian

8'

Malley (LIP for Leicestershire)considered the
threats and opportunities posed for information planning, while Patrick Conway (Durham
County Arts Libraries & Museums) pondered
on who would benefit from change.
On information planning and IT, Allan
Foster spoke on Living in the Networked
Environment; Bill McNaught outlined the
North's Telematics Strategy and Regional
Information Service, where libraries are
acknowledged leaders; Chris Rusbridge
gave an update on the e-Lib programme;
and Philippa Dobson provided the latest
information on Public Libraries, Networks
and the Millennium Bid. Issues in the business information sector were aired by Nick
Fox on Business Links, TECs and Business
Information, and Michael Bird on the North
East Chamber of Commerce, the only Chamber with a regional scope.
Practical advice on LIPs and S/NVQs and
Service Level Agreements was given in
workshops by Barbara Buckley (SWIFT) and
Malcolm Campbell (BLDSC).
111 his Conference Review, LINC Executive
Secretary Don Kei-uningtonconcluded that
the need for clarity of structure was the
unifying theme of the Conference. In his
view, there was a welcome spirit of rea 1'~ s m
at large and he called for a strengthening of
the traditional language of co-operation.

There was a need to revisit aspects of
Royston Brown's original version of the
Library and Information Plan, particularly
its emphasis on contractual arrangements,
service level agreements and transparency in
co-operative dealings. This was the language
understood by political decision-makers at
all levels, which those involved in co-operation should adopt.
Special guest at Durham was Library Association President Sandra Parker, making her
first official appearance in her home Region,
to launch the recently published Broadvision
Report on LIPs. After-dinner speaker Matthew Evans, Chair of the Library and Information Commission, spoke on lobbying, the
relationship between academic and public
libraries, IT and public libraries and the need
for a high profile marketing of library and
information services.
Despite mixed prospects in a turbulent
environment, the message of the Conference
was that there is an opportunity for LINC
and LIPLINC to rise to the challenges and to
make a positive contribution to the future of
library and information service provision.
LIPLINC is to publish the Conference Proceedings and a Manual of Best Practice on
library and information planning.

LINC press release.

Group Forum for Interlending (FIL)
Fee Free t o FIL members. Non-members f5.
Date Wednesday 4th September 2 p.m.- 4.30 p.m.
Title Search and deliver!
Text Where do you find it?How do you get it?Electronic
ways t o locate the item YOU require and net it delivered.
speakers
Davies, ~ o u ~ h b o r o uuniversity
~h
FIDDOFocused Investigation of Document Delivery Options.
Bridget Powell, SWRLS Unity networking
British Library - new Inside service

I
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More information from
Miriam Robbins, Norfolk Library and Information Service,
County Hall, Martineau Lane, Norwich, N R I 2DB
Tel 0 1603 222276 Fax 0 1603 222422
e-mail miriam.robbins.li b@norfol k.g0v.uk
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The Forum for Interlending is an organisation designed to enable those library staff involved in
interlending and document supply to exchange ideas and views and to express new ideas.
FIL is run by an elected committee of members who themselves are involved in interlending.
Activities include:
annual conference;
exchange of experience workshops;
liaison with regional and national organisations involved in interlending and co-operation
between libraries (eg BLDSC, LINC);
membership of/representation on national bodies (e.g. LINC, CONARLS);
production of newsletter, reports and publications covering matters of importance to ILL
staff;
production of reports and publications covering matters of importance to ILL staff;
facilitating the expression of views on national issues.
Recent areas of concern addressed by FIL include:
charges between libraries;
thesis interlending;
Impact of CD-ROM;
local government reorganisation;
National Library Commission;
copyright;
networking;
ILL computer systems & user groups;
internet;
LINC & BLDSC.and declaration forms.

Anyone interested in joining FIL is invited to complete the form below and return it to Elaine
Dean, Membership Secretary, FIL, Inter-Library Loans Department, University of Sheffield,
Western Bank, Sheffield, S10 2TN. Both institutional and individual members are welcome.
Subscription for both categories is £20.00 per annum.
Please register me as a personal/institutional* member of the Forum for Interlending.
I enclose a cheque for £20.00, made payable to the FORUM FOR INTERLENDING/Please
invoice my institution."
*Delete as appropriate.
Name:
Position:
Institution:
Address:
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FIL membership continues to grow and, as FIL gets a higher profile in the profession, we get
more opportunities to express the opinions of members at national level. The courses we run
seem to help recruit members, many of whom have not heard of FIL previously.
One of the problems seems to be getting information, and particularly the FIL Newsletter, to
Inter-Library loans people. Very often it seems to come to a stop at the periodicals section or the
Director/Cl~iefLibrarian!
We try to ensure that the FIL Newsletter gets to the right person but, inevitably, we sometimes
get it wrong. If the FIL Newsletter does not make its way to you directly, and you want it to,
please fill in the form below and send it back to me.
If any of the details listed below have changed recently at your organisation, can you please fill
in the new information and return it to me?

Contact name:
Job title:
Name of organisation:
Address:

Tel no:
l

Fax no:
E-mail:

'

Thank you.
Please return to:
Elailze Deari (Menzbership Secretary), ILL Department, Mail1 Library, University of Slzefield,
Western Bank, SlleffieldS10 2TN

JeanJohnson (Treasurer)

Doncaster Library and Information
Services, Carcroft Library HQ, Skellow
Road, Carcroft, Doncaster, DN6 8HF
Tel
01302 722327
Fox
01302 727293

Miriam Robbins (Chair)

Norfolk County Council,
Library and Information Service,
County Hall, Martineau Lane,
Norwich NR12DB
Tel
01603 222276
Fax
01603 222422
e-nzail nzirianz.robbins.lib@norfolk.gou.tlk

CO-OPTED MEMBERS
Angela Narburgh

Templeman Library,
University of Kent,
Canterbury, CT2 7NU
Tel
01227 764000 ext 3566
e-nzail A.M.Nnrburgh@ukc.ac.uk

Geraldine Hourican (Vice Chair)

Ealing Library Service,
Library Support Centre,
Horsenden Lane South,
Greenford UB6 8AP
Tel
0181 810 7650
Fax
0181 810 7651

Susan Richards (Acting Membership Secretary)

Queen Mary and Westfield College
Library, Mile End Road,
London, E l 4NS
Tel
0171 775 3314
e-nzail s.f.riclrards@qm~o.ac.
tik

Rosemary Goodier (Secretary and
FIL representative on CONARLS)

Interlibrary Loans Department,
UMIST Library, PO Box 88,
Manchester, M60 1QD
Tel
016 1 200 4930
Fax
0161 200 4941
e-mail ill@tik.ac.t~nzist(ge~.ieral)
rgoo&trk.ac.unzist(personal)

OBSERVER
Betty Lowery

BLDSC, Boston Spa, Wetherby
Yorks LD23 7BQ
Tel
01937 546339
Fax
01937 546333
e-mail betty.lozoery@bl.uk

Pennie Street (Publicity)

Periodicals/ILL Librarian,
Sydney Jones Library,
University of Liverpool,
PO Box 123, Liverpool L69 3AF
Tel
0151 794 2689
e-mail ystreet@liz~wyoo1.a.c.
~ i k
Elaine Dean

Interlibrary Loans Department,
Main Library, University of Sheffield,
Western Bank, Sheffield S10 2TN
Tel
0114 282 4332
Fax
0114 273 9826
e-nzail e.dean@sheffield
Janet Moult (Newsletter Editor and
FIL representative on LINC)

Interlibrary Loans
University of Reading,
PO Box 223, Whiteknights,
Reading RG6 6AE
Tel
01734 318786
Fax
01734 31 6636
e-mail Iibrary@reading.ac.uk
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